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DESCRIPTION OF NUCLEAR EXCITATIONSBEYOND THE MEAN FIELD�P.F. Bortignon, G. Colo', P. DonatiDipartimento di Fisia, Università di MilanoINFN, Sezione di Milano, Via Celoria 16, I-20133 Milano, Italyand R.A. BrogliaDipartimento di Fisia, Università di MilanoINFN, Sezione di Milano, Via Celoria 16, I-20133 Milano, ItalyThe Niels Bohr Institute, University of CopenhagenBlegdamsvej 17, DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark(Reeived Deember 7, 1999)The properties of the oupling of mean �eld exitations to doorwaystates and to a haoti bakground are disussed. Reent appliations tothe study of single-partile and giant resonane states in exoti nulei andin fast rotating hot nulei are presented.PACS numbers: 21.60.Jz, 21.10.P, 24.30.Cz, 24.60.Lz1. IntrodutionMean �eld is one of the most useful approximations in all of physisand hemistry. In it, the many-partile Shrodinger equation is replaedby a single-partile one. The many-body e�ets are embedded in the single-partile potential produed by the partiles themselves, in partiular the nu-lear Hartree�Fok potential (HF). Exited states of the nulear mean-�eldare (in general) olletive vibrations of di�erent multipolarity and arry-ing di�erent spin�isospin quantum numbers. They are desribed in terms oforrelated partile�hole exitations (Random Phase Approximation (RPA)).Often, use is done of e�etive interations in a self-onsistent approah, in-luding the oupling to the ontinuum.� Invited talk presented at the XXVI Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e,Poland, September 1�11, 1999. (335)



336 P.F. Bortignon et al.The oupling between single-partile states and the exited states at thenext level of omplexity, the so alled doorway states [1,2℄ represented by two-partile�one-hole (2p�1h) or 1p�2h states ontaining a olletive vibration(in partiular a surfae vibration), renormalizes the properties of the single-partile motion. Eventually, a nuleon e�etive mass m�=m and a �nitelifetime (spreading width � #sp) are obtained, both determined by the �single-partile self-energy ��(!)�.Among the vibrational states are the Giant Resonanes (GR), exited atenergies higher than the nuleon separation energy with large ross setion,lose to the maximum allowed by sum rule arguments, implying that a largenumber of nuleons partiipate in a very oherent motion. Their propertiesas obtained in the HF+RPA approah are modi�ed by the e�ets of the s.p.self-energy �, that is of the oupling to doorway states of (for the GR) 2p�2hharater. In this, the oherene of the nulear motion in the GR plays aspeial role in preserving the appropriate symmetries and sum rules. Thus,the spreading width � #GR is added to the fragmentation (Landau damping)and esape width � " to determine the total width of the GR to be omparedwith the experimental ones.In the last deades, the doorway oupling approah was suessful indesribing s.p. and GR properties, inluding those of the Giant DipoleResonane thermally exited on ompound nulei at high exitation energyand spin and of the double GDR (DGDR), although several problems ofdi�erent type remain. This is well testi�ed in the referenes (a seletion)reported in [3�9℄. The alert student will also �nd onnetions with oneptsused in the letures of J.-P. Blaizot, W. Cassing and V. Metag.The suess of the doorway oupling approah is justi�ed by the smoothproperties of the oupling to the haoti bakground of many-partile-many-hole states in the ompound nuleus (CN), whih will not alter the mainfeatures of the strength funtions obtained in the doorway oupling [2,10,11℄.Rather than review in detail what desribed above, I will use my singleleture to disuss in Set. 2 and 3, very reent alulations of the s.p. self-energy � in weakly bound nulei and in deformed, very fast rotating nuleias examples of problems on the frontier in this sub�eld of nulear physis.2. Doorway oupling in exoti nuleiIn this setion, I disuss novel features of the physis disussed above inthe exoti nulei far from �-stability, (see, e.g., the review artiles in Ref. [12℄and the letures of W. Nazarewiz and of Y. Blumenfeld) in onnetion withthe unusual ratio between the number of protons and neutrons and withthe small binding energies of the least bound nuleons. The �rst featurehallenges the isovetor properties of the existing e�etive interations, and



Desription of Nulear Exitations Beyond the Mean Field 337the knowledge of the novel properties of the giant resonanes exited insuh exoti nulei [13℄ will be ruial, as disussed in, e.g. Ref. [14, 15℄.The seond feature requires a areful handling of the ontinuum, as brie�ydisussed below.2.1. Mean �eld results for neutron-rih nuleiThe isotope 28O was hosen as an example of neutron-rih nuleus inRef. [16℄. Is is double magi, if we assume that the usual magi numbersare still valid, by extrapolating somehow the HF results for nulei alongthe valley of stability. Indeed, a HF alulation with one of the �standard�Skyrme e�etive interations, the SIII parametrization [17℄, results in a valueof the energy of the least bound d5=2 neutron of �1:1 MeV (a number ofexperimental evidenes point to the non existene of this isotope as a boundsystem [18℄, while essentially all mean �eld theories predit it to be bound).The protons are all bound by more than 30 MeV. The small value of theneutron separation energy requires to properly inlude, in the alulation ofthe exited states, transitions from bound states to partile states lying in theontinuum, by means of the so-alled ontinuum-RPA. This an be exatlyperformed if one uses Green's funtions de�ned in the oordinate spae [19℄,and the strength funtion PRPA(!) for a given exitation operator FPRPA(!) =Xf F 2f0Æ(! � !0) (1)an be alulated.The large asymmetry between the neutron and proton mean �elds hasdramati onsequenes on the multipole response, as remarked in Refs. [16,20, 21℄. Indeed, we have alulated [22℄ the strength funtions assoiatedwith isosalar quadrupole, otupole and isovetor dipole operators in theontinuum-RPA. The low-energy part, is haraterized by a pronouned�threshold e�et�, that is, by a sudden inrease of the strength funtionPRPA(!) above !th [20�22℄. On ground of simple arguments, it is expetedthat PRPA(!) � (! � !th)l0+1=2; (2)where l0 is the orbital angular momentum of the partile states ontributingto PRPA(!). Eventually, a well-de�ned bump is produed by the single-partile transitions from the d3=2 neutron state to s- (in the ase of quadru-pole) or p-states (in the other two ases) in the ontinuum. Beause of thesmall d3=2 binding energy, the wave funtion of these neutrons is so extendedthat its overlap with ontinuum wave funtions is large and this makes thematrix elements of the multipole operators quite large. On the other hand,



338 P.F. Bortignon et al.the higher energy region of the strength funtions is haraterized by statesto whih more ph on�gurations parteipate (neutron exess states play apredominant role but neutron ore states are not negligible). Transitionsfrom proton states are ompletely deoupled and lie above 30 MeV.2.2. Imaginary part of the single-partile self-energy in exoti nuleiThe analyti expression of imaginary part of the single-partile self-energy readsIm�lj(r; r0; ") = Xl0;j0;�Z d!� (��)v(r)v(r0) ~u("�!�)l0j0 (r)r ~u("�!�)l0j0 (r0)r0�Æ%(!�)(r)Æ%(!�)(r0)hljjjY�jjl0j0i22j + 1 : (3)The quantum numbers l; j (l0; j0) refer to the initial (intermediate) state,~u(r) are radial wave funtions of the partiles, Æ%(r) are transition densitiesof 1p�1h pairs oupled to multipolarity � (or of a olletive RPA state) andv(r) is the p�h interation derived from the e�etive fore from whih theHF mean �eld is determined (in our ase, the Skyrme fore SIII). The linkbetween Eq. (3) and the empirial imaginary part of the optial potentialW is as follows, W (r; r0; ") =Xlj 2j + 14� Im�lj(r; r0; "): (4)The real part is obtained in a similar way, or through dispersion relationtehniques (see Ref. [4℄ and referenes therein).The novel feature of Eq. (3), in omparison with what has been used inthe past, is that we treat properly the ontinuum also at the level of the2p�1h doorway states [23℄. In the alulations performed in the seventies inwell-bound nulei like 208Pb, disrete partile states were employed as thewhole system was set in a box and an averaging parameter was employedin Eq. (3) to ensure the math of the initial 1p and intermediate 2p�1henergies (see Ref. [4℄ and referenes therein). This proedure is satisfatoryfor well-bound systems as was on�rmed by making use of Eq. (3) for a testalulation in 208Pb. The results of Ref. [24℄ were essentially reprodued.For systems with loosely bound nuleons, the use of disrete partile statesis not able to reprodue the results that we illustrate below.To get some insight in the qualitative low-energy behavior of Im� (by�low-energy� we mean for values of the energy " lose to the partile emissionthreshold !th), let us onsider a single term of the sum appearing in Eq. (3)



Desription of Nulear Exitations Beyond the Mean Field 339and �x r = r0. A plane-wave approximation for ~u("�!�)l0j0 (r) suggests that itontributes with a fator kl0+1=2part if kpart = ~�1p2m(" � !�) is lose to zero.Adding the ondition on the normalization of the radial transition densitiesgiven by ����Z dr r2+�Æ%!�(r)����2 = PRPA(!);with the asymptoti behaviour of the strength realled in Eq. (2), we obtainIm� � "Z!th d!� ("� !�)l0+1=2(!� � !th)l00+1=2: (5)If " is lose to !th, i.e., " = !th + Æ and !� = !th + Æ=2, we �nd that theimaginary part of the optial potential behaves approximately like Æl0+l00+2,that is, a fast inrease just after threshold whih has no ounterpart in stablenulei (where Im� � ("� "F )n, with 1 � n � 2 [3,4℄) and has onsequeneson the qualitative features of sattering experiments with exoti beams. Arealistially alulated Im� follows indeed this asymptoti behaviour, asshown in [23℄.It is also shown that the funtion W (r; r0 = r; ") is surfae peaked, asin stable nulei. On the other hand, the width of the peak is rather large,as an be expeted if the nuleus has extended radial wave funtions. Itis also notied, that for " = 25 MeV a seond bump, at the interior of thenuleus, shows up. This an be interpreted as follows. In the alulation ofthe terms of the sum appearing in Eq. (4), one performs integrals of the typeR "!th d!�. If " is large, one inludes ontributions from proton transitions,and these are of ourse not peaked on the nulear surfae, sine the protonsare on�ned in a muh smaller region. In this respet, this interior peak isanother example of the general statement that the ore partiles and exesspartiles are deoupled in this light, exoti isotopes.2.3. Real part of the single-partile self-energy in exoti nuleiUsing dispersion relation tehniques as in Eq. (6) of Ref. [23℄ with theIm�lj(r; r0; "0) disussed above, results for the real part of the single-partileself-energy in 28O were also obtained [23℄. In partiular, for the energy shiftdue to the oupling with the states labelled by �; !� (whih are olletivevibrations if !� is around 15 MeV and are single-partile transitions at lowerenergy). This shift is given by�Enlj = Z d~rd~r 0 '�nlj(~r) Re�lj(r; r0; ") 'nlj(~r); (6)



340 P.F. Bortignon et al.where " is usually �xed as the unperturbed (i.e., HF) energy E(0)nlj of the levelunder onsideration. The expressions for Re�lj in the ase of hole states areanalogous to those derived above for the ase of partiles. Atually, in thease of 28O alulated within the SIII-HF proedure, no unoupied partilestates an be found at negative energy and the only partile resonane atpositive energy is the f7=2, so the partile spetrum onsists essentially onlyof a smooth ontinuum. Therefore, the shift �Enlj for neutron hole states,in partiular the loosely bound d3=2 orbital was alulated.We �nd a positive shift of 330 keV, to be ompared with E(0)=�1:1MeV.This makes the nuleus even more lose to being unbound and would verymuh a�et the strength funtions of the multipoles we have onsidered inthe previous setion. The following onsiderations are in order: while instable nulei orretions of the order of less than 1 MeV to the energy ofstates whih are usually 7�10 MeV bound are important to give the orretdensity of states around the Fermi energy and e�etive mass but do notalter the preditive power of theories like the standard RPA in whih theseorretions are not taken into aount, results like the presents (likely tobe obtained in existing exoti nulei and inluding the pairing ontributionas well) must fore us to ask questions about the reliability of simple mean�eld methods to predit the single-partile energies and onsequently theposition of drip lines, as well as properties of the exited states.3. Doorway oupling in deformed, fast rotating nuleiWhile muh e�ort has been onentrated in the study of the s.p. self-energy � and its onsequenes for the struture of spherial nulei (f. e.g.Refs. [4℄ and the reent wotks in [25�28℄ at �nite temperature T ), little hasbeen done onerning deformed nulei let alone hot, rotating systems. Thissituation is not a partiularly brilliant, if one thinks:a) that to extrat information from the deay of ompound nulei (i.e.systems orresponding to a statistial ensemble of shapes) whih anbe diretly ompared to model preditions one needs to know the leveldensity as a funtion of temperature and of angular momentum, aquantity whih depends, through the level density parameter, on thenuleon e�etive mass and thus on the ability the partiles have toouple to surfae vibration in deformed nulei,b) to aurately alulate the alignment of single-partile levels, a quan-tity needed in the study of rotating nulei in general, and the studyof the super�uid-normal nulear phase transition as a funtion of theangular momentum and of temperature in partiular, as well as in thestudy of the damping of rotational motion, one needs to alulate the



Desription of Nulear Exitations Beyond the Mean Field 341oupling of single-partile motion to pairing vibrations and thus alsoto surfae vibrations of deformed nulei,) that to determine the properties of the levels of a ranked Hartree�Fok Hamiltonian entering in the alulation of the intrinsi statesof rotational bands as well as in the alulation of giant resonanesin general, and of the GDR in partiular, one needs to know boththe single-partile e�etive mass and width, and thus its oupling tosurfae vibrations of deformed nulei.The reason for suh asymmetry in the study of the partile-vibrationphenomenon (essentially no alulations exist in the literature for deformednulei) is quite simple and is assoiated with the speial role spurious statesplay in deformed nulei as ompared to spherial nulei, as well to the verylarge number of two-quasipartile exitations (RPA roots), of the order of104 for a typial medium-heavy nuleus.In fat, within mean �eld theory of deformed, super�uid nulei, there aretwo lasses of spurious states. One, assoiated with the violation of rota-tional invariane. The other, with the violation of gauge invariane. In otherwords, beause the BCS wave funtion in the Nilsson basis has neither a �xedvalue of the angular momentum nor of the number of partiles, the systemdesribed by this wave funtion displays modes with vanishing frequeny anddivergent matrix elements of the quadrupole and of the two-partile transferoperators. These spurious states, together with that assoiated with theviolation of translational invariane typial of the shell model, an be madeorthogonal to all physial states by diagonalizing the orresponding partile-vibration oupling Hamiltonian, in the Random Phase Approximation (f.e.g. Ref. [2℄ and referenes therein).However, when a partile is added to the system, the spurious states,through the oupling to the odd-nuleon, mix again into the spetrum. Thesolution to this problem is a neessary ondition to be able to arry outnulear struture alulations in deformed, super�uid nulei whih go be-yond mean �eld theory. While in the ase of spherial nulei, the spuriousstate assoiated with the non-onservation of the number of partiles typ-ial of super�uid nulei does not mix , as a rule, with surfae vibrationalmodes (quadrupole, otupole, multipole vibrations) due to angular momen-tum onservation, in deformed nulei, the pairing spurious modes do mixwith surfae modes.Reently, an operative and eonomi solution to the question of how todeal with the spurious states in super�uid, deformed nulei, to alulate thes.p. (quasi-partile) self-energy has been disussed in two papers [29, 30℄in terms of RPA linear response and omplex integration tehniques. Alldetails may be found there.



342 P.F. Bortignon et al.Preliminary alulations were arried out based on the yrast states of168Yb. The potential energy surfae of this nuleus, taking into aountNilsson�Strutinsky orretions, displays a stable minimum up to spin I =60~. The deformation parameters are � = 0:262 and  = 00. The resultingquasipartile spetrum (routhians), that is, the eigenvalues of the rankedNilsson plus mean �eld pairing Hamiltonian were thus alulated and, inthe basis of two quasipartile states, the RPA linear response of the systemdetermined with residual separable interations desribing both quadrupole(��and�) and otupole vibrations. Making use of these elements the self-energy of quasipartiles build on single-partile states lying around the Fermienergy, have been alulated as a funtion of the rotational frequeny [31,32℄.State dependent energy shifts j�Ej of the order of 300�500 keV are obtained,dereasing as funtion of the rotational frequeny beause of the inreasingrigidity of the nulear surfae. This means that the self- energy e�etsmay not be desribed by a simple readjustement of the parameters of theranked Nilsson potential, and fully self-onsistent alulations are alledfor. I deeply miss the disussion with Zdzisªaw (Szyma«ski) of these results.REFERENCES[1℄ H. Feshbah, A. Kerman, R.H. Lemmer, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 41, 230 (1967).[2℄ A. Bohr, B. Mottelson, Nulear Struture, Vol. I and II, Benjamin, New York1969 and 1975.[3℄ G.F. Bertsh, P.F. Bortignon, R.A. Broglia, Rev. Mod. Phys. 55, 287 (1983).[4℄ C. Mahaux, P.F. Bortignon, R.A. Broglia, C.H. Dasso, Phys. Rep. 120, 1(1985); C. Mahaux, R. Sartor, Adv. Nul. Phys. 20, 1 (1991).[5℄ T. Aumann, P.F. Bortignon, H. Emling, Ann. Rev. Nul. Part. Si. 48, 351(1998).[6℄ N. Giovanardi, P.F. Bortignon, R.A. Broglia, Nul. Phys. A641, 95 (1998).[7℄ P.F. Bortignon, A. Brao, R.A. Broglia, Giant Resonanes, Nulear Strutureat Finite Temperature, Harwood Aad., New York 1998.[8℄ Pro. of the Topial Conferene on Giant Resonanes, 1998, eds. A. Braoand P.F. Bortignon, Nul. Phys. A649, (1999).[9℄ D.M. Brink in Ref. [8℄.[10℄ V. Zelevinsky, Ann. Rev. Nul. Part. Si. 46, 237 (1996), and in Ref. [8℄.[11℄ B. Lauritzen, P.F. Bortignon, R.A. Broglia, V. G. Zelevinsky, Phys. Rev. Lett.74, 5190 (1995).[12℄ A.C. Mueller, B.M. Sherill, Ann. Rev. Nul. Part. Si. 43, 529 (1993);I. Tanihata, Prog. Part. Phys. 35, 505 (1995).[13℄ T. Aumann et al., in Ref. [8℄.[14℄ G. Colò, N. Van Giai, H. Sagawa, Phys. Lett. B363, 5 (1995).
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